The window BIO ANTIQUE® is a biological frame product with thermally processed wood.
The wood, before being used, undergoes a heat treatment at a temperature from 160 to 220 ° C with the
combined use of heat and steam, without the addition of any chemical additive. During this process, the
wood is subjected to physico-chemical properties, improves some of its features and acquires new qualities, such as:

Given the total absence of chemical preservatives,
the heat treated wood is suitable for direct use:
the thermal process flows a natural brown color
and a long service life maintenance-free.

The finish can be polished for a smooth and
elegant frame or brushed to bring out the wear
and tear of the years, ideal for renovation projects
of ancient villas, palaces and cottages.

Due to its properties, the thermally treated wood is ideal for making windows, doors, shutters, tiles, terraces, saunas, swimming pools and internal and external flooring.
Our realizations are made possible
thanks to the passion and expertise that
have always stimulated Gabriele Cocco
looking for sustainable innovations to
be applied to our products.

The Bio Antique® frame is treated with essential
oils completely bio: our carpentry uses biological
essential oils of thyme and lavender that give a
delicate and a costant fragrance. With the addition
of lands or natural colored stones can be made
new colors to create a biological frame closer to
current tastes.

Like all products of carpentry Gabriele
Cocco, the window Bio Antique® is
made according to the criteria of high
energy and acoustic efficiency , and so
it provides a significant cost savings and
also contributes to environmental
protection.

The Bio Antique® brand, owned by us, identifies
all the processes carried out with our heat-treated
wood.
Our joinery has obtained PEFC ™ certification The PEFC brand
guarantees that the wood used for its own products derives
from forests managed in a sustainable way. Certainly PEFC is
also the wood used to make the Bio Antique® window.
We promote the use of wood in our area such as Larch, fir,
Chestnut and Ash
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